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Folk dances 



OBEREK KRAKOWIAK POLONEZ KUJAWIAK MAZUR 

Polish Folk dances 





Fast pace   pulsating rhythm   Time sygnature: 2/4    Establishment: XV centruy 







Slow pace  schematic rhythm   Time sygnature: 3/4    Establishment: about XVI centruy 





Vivid and vortical pace  Time sygnature: 3/8    Establishment: about XVII centruy 





Easy pace      Coquettish character         Time sygnature: 3/4      Establishment: about XVIII centruy 





Consistent pace      Cherrful character         Time sygnature: 3/4 or 3/8     Establishment: about XVI centruy 



Folk music 



LIRA 

KORBOWA 

ZŁÓBCOKI 

MAZANKI 
BASY 



Folk art 





Introduction to 

Ukrainian folk 

traditions 
Ukrainian folk traditions are a vibrant tapestry of dance, music, and 

literature deeply rooted in the country's history and culture. 

Through colorful festivities and heartfelt celebrations, these traditions 

bring communities together, preserving and passing down centuries-old 

customs. 



Folk dances of Ukraine 
• Hopak: Known for its energetic movements, the Hopak is a traditional Ukrainian dance often 

performed by male dancers exhibiting acrobatic feats. 

• Arkan: This lively dance has origins in Hutsul traditions, featuring fast-paced footwork and 

dynamic formations. 



 





 



Traditional Ukrainian folk 

songs 

• Dumas: These epic ballads narrate tales of heroism and love, 

often accompanied by traditional instruments like the bandura. 

• Kolomyiky: Lively and spirited dance songs that capture the 

essence of joy and celebration in Ukrainian culture. 

• Songs of the harvest: Melodic compositions expressing gratitude 

for nature's bounty, sung during harvest festivities in Ukrainian 

villages. 





 



Literature in Ukrainian folk 

traditions 

Ukrainian folk literature is rich in epic poems, legends, and fairy tales 

passed down through generations. These stories often depict the bravery 

of Cossacks, the beauty of Ukrainian landscapes, and the magic of 

folklore creatures. 



 



Influence of Ukrainian Folk 

Traditions on Culture 

Ukrainian folk traditions have deeply influenced the cultural fabric of the 

nation, permeating through art, music, dance, and literature. 

The vibrant colors, expressive movements, and melodic richness of 

Ukrainian folk traditions have left an indelible mark on the country's 

cultural landscape. 



Modern interpretations of Ukrainian 

folk traditions 

Contemporary 

Dance 

Performances 

New choreography 

and dance styles 

merging traditional 

elements with 

modern flair. 

Experimental 

Musical Fusions 

Innovative music 

compositions 

blending folk 

instruments with 

contemporary 

sounds. 

Art Installations 

and Exhibits 

Mixed media artworks 

inspired by Ukrainian 

folklore and cultural 

symbols. 

Theatrical 

Adaptations 

Stage presentations 

and adaptations of 

traditional folk tales 

and legends. 



Celebrating 

Ukrainian Folk 

Heritage 
Let's revel in the vibrant tapestry of Ukrainian folk heritage, encompassing 

enchanting dances, melodic songs, captivating literature, and enduring 

traditions. 

Through this celebration, we honor the resilience and beauty woven into 

the cultural heritage of Ukraine. 



Similarities between Ukrainian and 

Polish folk traditions 

Folk Dances 

Both Ukrainian and 

Polish folk traditions 

value energetic, 

expressive dances 

that often reflect 

nature, rituals, and 

communal 

celebrations. 

Folk Songs 

Ukrainian and 

Polish folk songs 

are known for their 

melodic richness 

and lyrical themes, 

often conveying 

stories of love, 

heroism, and 

historic events. 

Literature 

Both cultures have 

a deep appreciation 

for folklore, legends, 

and historical 

narratives that 

shape their 

identities and 

connect them to 

their ancestral roots. 

Costumes and 

Symbols 

The traditional wear 

and symbolic motifs 

in both Ukrainian 

and Polish folk 

traditions often 

exhibit vibrant 

colors, intricate 

patterns, and ties to 

nature and 

spirituality. 



Differences between Ukrainian and 

Polish folk traditions 

Cultural 

Influences 

Ukrainian folk 

traditions are 

marked by 

influences from 

Slavic, Cossack, 

and Hutsul cultures, 

while Polish 

traditions are 

shaped by Slavic, 

Silesian, and 

Kashubian 

influences. 

Costumes and 

Adornments 

Ukrainian folk 

costumes often 

feature intricate 

floral and geometric 

patterns, while 

Polish costumes 

exhibit distinct 

regional variations 

and folk motifs. 

Musical 

Instruments 

Ukrainian folk music 

prominently features 

the bandura, while 

the Polish folk 

music is 

characterized by the 

use of instruments 

like the violin and 

accordion. 

Dance Styles 

Ukrainian folk 

dances emphasize 

acrobatic 

movements, while 

Polish dances 

showcase intricate 

footwork and 

graceful spins and 

twirls. 


